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Abstract

Background: Behavioural and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia and Challenging Behaviour in dementia are just two of a variety of terms for a complex paradigm that covers the most distressing and costly aspects of the condition. The terminology used to describe these aspects can influence what is measured as outcomes and what is considered as evidence of improvement. Unhelpful or outmoded narratives could be a barrier to developing innovative interventions or in determining what works for whom. This UK study explored professional opinions about commonly used terminology in this paradigm.

Methods: This mixed methods study involved wide-ranging multidisciplinary professionals and stakeholders. A consultation event was attended by 74 multi-disciplinary professionals. Written feedback from this event was used to develop an online survey. The survey was...
disseminated using a cascading snowballing method through multi-professional groups. Survey respondents ranked preferences for terms and stated reasons for their choices. Thematic content analysis was used to explore patterns of meaning.

**Results:** From the consultation event a list of 14 common terms were generated and formed the basis of the on-line survey. 378 respondents completed the survey. There was a wide variation across professional groups on preferred terminology with ‘unmet need’, ‘behaviour that challenges’, ‘BPSD’ and ‘stress and distress’ being ranked as the first choice by the majority. Five themes emerged from the qualitative data, revealing important nuances and challenges in relation to terminology.

**Conclusions:** Words have the power to shape thoughts, beliefs, emotions and behaviour. In line with the international advocacy movement, our UK findings suggest that future international consensus should, in addition to multi-professional and stakeholder experts, involve wide-ranging groups of people with dementia, their families and advocates. This would ensure that we use descriptive language, that does not objectify peoples’ experience and that can be easily understood by all.
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### 1. Introduction

Behaviour changes in dementia were a neglected research area until the mid-1980’s [1] when studies appeared investigating the nature of behavioural disturbance (see [2]). In 1996, an international consensus group reframed behavioural disturbances as ‘Behavioural and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD) defined as ‘signs and symptoms of disturbed perception, thought content, mood or behaviour that frequently occur in patients with dementia’ [3, 4]. BPSD has also been described as Neuropsychiatric Symptoms (NPS) [5]. The original consensus group was sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry [6] and was followed by texts on the use of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors showing improvements in behavioural symptoms ([7] pp 562) and clinical guidance on antipsychotic treatment ([7] pp 572 Table 14.5). More recently, Chen and colleagues [8] note that acetylcholinesterase inhibitors may not have demonstrated a significant preventative impact on BPSD. In the UK, concern about use of antipsychotic agents in dementia, resulted in policy-driven moves to change practices in England [9, 10], followed by National Health Service (NHS) targets for the reduction of antipsychotics and recommendations against these for first-line management [11].

#### 1.1 Historical UK Perspectives

As far back as 1995, the Social Psychologist Tom Kitwood [12] had reconceptualised ‘problem behaviours’ in dementia as part of an ‘old culture’ of care. In the new culture of person-centred care, Kitwood proposed that all behaviours should primarily be seen as a communication of unmet need ([12] p10) expounding these theories more fully in his later book ([13] pp 82-85, [14]).
Kitwood’s work on person-centred care forms the basis of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Guidelines that emphasises the importance of a supportive social and psychological environment to minimise the occurrence of such behaviours due to poor quality care. In 2000, the Clinical Psychologist Graham Stokes [15] was one of the first to introduce the term ‘Challenging Behaviour’ (CB) in dementia, thus shifting the paradigm from a predominantly symptomatic approach towards person-centred perspectives for understanding the causes for behaviour. The term has since been used in the psychosocial literature for this paradigm, [16-21] defined as ‘a manifestation of distress or suffering for the person with dementia, or of distress in the carer’ [17]. A subtle change in name to ‘Behaviours that Challenge’ (BtC), meaning behaviours that challenge ‘others’ appeared in 2006, in England’s Dementia NICE guidelines [22]. This incorporated clinical and social constructs, shifting the focus away from the individual with dementia, towards charging professionals and services to find solutions. BtC has been defined as ‘actions that detract from the wellbeing of individuals due to the physical or psychological distress they cause within the settings that are performed’([23] p12). Its core construct is that ‘unmet need’ contributes to actions (‘behaviours’) which are an attempt by a person with dementia to enhance or maintain wellbeing or to ease their distress [24]. However BtC has not been widely used outside the UK; and the updated 2018 NICE guidance in England replaced the term BtC with ‘Non-Cognitive Symptoms’ (see recommendation 1.7; [25]). Elsewhere, an Australian government initiative in 2012, emphasised the caregiving context in its ‘Reducing Behaviours of Concern (ReBOC)’ guide [26], but the 2016 Australian clinical guidelines for dementia retained the term BPSD (see recommendations 77-98 pp 15-18 [27]). Despite efforts in some countries to reframe the BPSD paradigm towards concepts that reflect the multiple causes of behaviour in dementia care, the psychiatric term BPSD appears to continue to dominate the literature.

1.2 Terminology: Updating the Concept

Irrespective of its psychiatric or psychosocial perspective, the paradigm often outlines endpoint symptoms such as agitation, depression, apathy, delusions, hallucinations, aggression, wandering, restlessness, sexual disinhibition, anxiety, irritability, euphoria and sleep disturbances. The BPSD consensus of the late 1990s, outlined the two groups of ‘psychological (meaning psychiatric) and behavioural (meaning observable) symptoms’ [4]. Elaborating on this, Ballard and colleagues [28] suggested four sub-categories of agitation, psychosis, mood disorders and other. The inherent difficulties in categorisation BPSD are evident in the authors’ classification where both ‘agitation’ and ‘mood disorder’ include anxiety; aggression is described as a consequence of agitation (and therefore by implication the same construct) [29]. Problems occur because the terms are conflated semantically and there is no theoretical or empirical evidence that one consistently mediates the other (ie. agitation always leads to aggression) [17, 30]. This mixing of BPSD symptoms is also seen in bio-medical and pharmaceutical studies that combine concepts of agitation and aggression [31-33] when their neurobiology may be distinct [34]. A later international group consensus focused on their original construct of agitation, introducing the term ‘distress’ but retained its definitional scope to ‘excessive motor activity’ and aggression in people with dementia [35, 36].

Additional names for this paradigm are emerging, such as ‘distress’ and ‘stress and distress’ which has gained widespread traction in Scotland [37]. England’s 2018 Dementia NICE Guideline
described ‘non cognitive symptoms’ as ‘distress (in the person with dementia), agitation, aggression and psychosis’ (see 1.7 [25]). Recently people with dementia and their advocates have stimulated, through social media (see for example [38]) an important and powerful debate about this topic. A number of people living with dementia have described terms as pejorative and outdated.

1.3 Terminology: Outcome Measurement and Practice

These shifting approaches to the paradigm have implications for outcome measurement and how research is translated into tools to guide practice. For example, England’s NICE 2019 Quality Standard for this paradigm Managing Distress ([39] Quality Statement 6 pp 26) limits measurement of ‘success’ to reduction in antipsychotic prescribing rates ([39] pp 27). Proximal outcomes such as reduction in distress or reported behavioural symptoms are not seen as relevant targets for this paradigm. Measures of improvement in caregiver efficacy, coping, or distress are also absent. Poor conceptual clarity in this paradigm can hamper trustworthy outcomes from high quality applied research studies and their translation into evidence-based practice. This in turn can undermine communication to find constructive solutions for some of the challenges of living with dementia for people and those that offer them support.

1.4 Rationale

In 2018, together with a Call to Action aimed at commissioners of services [24], a programme to produce a set of best practice guidelines on how to deliver interventions for BtC was funded in the UK by the British Psychological Society (BPS). England’s updated Dementia NICE guidance also appeared at this time [40]. One of several steps within this programme of work, aimed to examine understandings of terminology for this complex paradigm. The present study draws on knowledge and views of wide-ranging professionals from a variety of disciplines across the UK. This paper aims to detail the differing views of professionals and stakeholders on terminology and explore with them why and in what way does terminology for this paradigm matter?

2. Methods

2.1 Data Collection

The views of professionals working in the field of dementia care in the UK were explored. This paper presents the data from two consecutive phases:

Phase One: a one-day consultation event organised by the British Psychological Society to review the guidelines and examine practice associated with Behaviours that Challenge (BtC) in dementia care. This was attended by 74 professionals from psychology (50%), nursing (14%), psychiatry (8%), occupational therapy (8%), and other professions e.g. General Practitioner, pharmacy, physiotherapy; care practitioners, social work, family carers, and those employed by dementia charities (n=1-3 participants each). Participants were recruited via email from a network of clinical psychologists who worked in services that provided care for people with dementia and from key professional organisations (e.g. Royal Colleges of Psychiatry, GP, Nursing and Occupational Therapy), third sector representation and family carers. The issue of language was
part of the consultation and participants were invited to provide written responses regarding terminology. Fifty-six participants provided written responses. From this, a list of 14 commonly used terms were generated.

Phase Two: These 14 terms were included in an online survey using Qualtrics online survey software. This was shared with people who attended the workshop and wider stakeholders including additional professionals to those of phase one, who had a specific interest in the topic, for example from medicine (Geriatricians/ GPs/ Neurology), nursing, speech therapy, social work and experts who had published in peer review journals. A cascading snowballing method for recruitment was used. Participants’ could add to 14 terms, using the option ‘other’. They ranked their preferred terms with reasons for their choice(s) and then described the advantages of their most preferred term. Finally, they indicated terms that they strongly disliked and stated their reason(s) for this. The survey was open for six weeks (May/June 2019) and was completed by 378 participants.

The project was approved by the University of Hull Faculty of Health Sciences Ethics committee.

2.2 Data Analysis

Qualtrics survey software was used with a bespoke spreadsheet for data extraction of quantitative data. This included preference and descriptive statistics for responses. Thematic analysis was used to identify and explore patterns of meaning of participants’ expectations about a term and why language might be important in this area. Thematic analysis was selected as it is best suited to explaining the conceptualisation that a group holds on a particular topic [41]. This method of analysis can highlight similarities and differences across participants. This was important because of our interest in comparing the opinions of stakeholders about terminology. In thematic analysis, analysts hold a realist position; they believe that the data represents the meanings that participants have assigned to their experiences and convey their reality [42]. An inductive approach was used where data were coded without a pre-existing coding frame. Themes were identified as those aspects of the data that captured something important in relation to the overall research question.

Data was analysed using Braun and Clarke’s [42] approach to thematic analysis, which involves six phases of coding and theme development. Two researchers read and re-read the data, making a note of any initial analytic observations. They then engaged in a process of systematic data coding, identifying key features of the data initially in relation to each term, before examining for broader patterns of meaning across the whole data set. After a process of review and refinement which all authors of this paper contributed to, five themes were generated from the data. Writing this paper constituted the final phase of analysis where illustrative quotes were selected to bring together a coherent narrative.

3. Results

3.1 Quantitative Results

Table 1 shows the occupation of participants who completed the online survey in Phase Two. The majority (40%) were Nurses, but most professional groups and supporting staff contributed, and some family carers/third sector stakeholders also completed questions on terminology.
Table 1 Online survey - participants’ occupations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>No. of Participants n=378 (% - rounded up)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse: Nurse unspecified (n=93); Admiral Nurse (n=51); Community Psychiatric Nurse (n=3); Assistant Practitioner (n=3); Clinical Lecturer (n=2)</td>
<td>152 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Psychologist: Clinical (n=83); Assistant (n=10); Trainee (n=4)</td>
<td>97 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Professions: Psychiatrist (n=38); GPs (n=10); Geriatrician (n=1) / Neurologist (n=1)</td>
<td>50 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allied Health Professions/Pharmacy/Social Work: Occupational Therapist (n=24); Social Worker (n=8); Physiotherapist (n=1); Speech &amp; Language Therapist (n=2); Pharmacist (n=1)</td>
<td>36 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other: Support Workers/Dementia Advisors (n=14); Hands-on care staff (n=6); Family carer (n=5); Person with Dementia (n=1); Dementia Researcher (n=7); Dementia Commissioning Manager/Service Lead/Ward Administrator (n=3); Unspecified (n=7)</td>
<td>43 (11%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All 378 participants completed the rankings. Table 2 illustrates the average rankings for the 14 terms that had been generated in phase 1. ‘Unmet need’ was most frequently ranked as 1st choice, with 25% of participants choosing this as their most preferred. Unusual behaviours and socially unacceptable behaviours were never selected as ‘most preferred’ terms. “Other” was left blank in 95% of responses suggesting the list captured most people’s preferred term. Twenty-one participants commented on option 15 (“Other”) but many of these terms were derivatives of the 14 terms listed. For example: ‘Distressed Responses’ / ‘Behaviour and Situations that Challenge’ / Behaviour/understandable responses / ‘Communications of Need’ / ‘Dementia-related symptoms’. However the family context was also noted within this section – for example one person suggested the term ‘Manipulative Behaviours or Attention-seeking Behaviours’, whilst others noted ‘Difficult for families’ / ‘My wife is not always distressed but I am - does this count?’. Taking the ‘average’ (mean) score, “Stress and Distress” appeared to be the most ‘generally preferred’ term, but large standard deviations suggest high variability among professional groups and stakeholders. Although there was not enough data for fine-grained analysis of terms by professional discipline, “Stress and Distress” was most preferred for Nurses (13%) and Clinical Psychologists (29%). However “BtC” was the most preferred terms for Occupational Therapists (25%) and Psychiatrists (21%). GPs preferred “BPSD” (38%); and for the small group of family carers/one person with dementia, 50% preferred “Unmet Need”. To better understand participants’ preferences, the frequency with which each term was placed in the top five was reviewed (see Figure 1; the red line reflects 50% (n=189) of participant...
responses. “Stress and Distress” appeared most frequently with 73% of people ranking it in their top five, in contrast to “Socially Unacceptable Behaviour” which was only placed in the top five by 6 participants. Assuming that the top five rankings are salient features of terminology for this paradigm, only five terms appear important for the majority of participants; BtC, Stress and Distress, Distress, Distressed Behaviours and Unmet Need, and of these three reflect aspects of the term ‘distress’. If terms associated with distress are amalgamated, the term BPSD also appears important for some.

Table 2 Ranking of terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Times ranked</th>
<th>No.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unmet Need</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviours that Challenge (BtC)</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSD</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress and Distress</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distress</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distressed Behaviour</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Distress</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging Behaviour</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14.41</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Cognitive Symptoms</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropsychiatric Symptoms</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agitation</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysregulatory behaviours</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusual behaviours</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially unacceptable/ inappropriate</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Bar chart demonstrating frequency of a top 5 ranking for each term and the mean ranking I.
3.2 Qualitative Results

Theme relating to usability and breadth of a given term, ethics, causation, hope for change and emotions were extracted from qualitative data analysis in relation to what participants liked and disliked about terminology for this paradigm.

3.2.1 Theme 1: Generally Aim for User Friendliness and Breadth

**User Friendly.** Participants liked terms which they considered to be ‘easy to understand’, that is ‘simple’, ‘clear and descriptive’ – ‘it is what it says it is’. Terms were disliked if they were considered ‘complicated’, ‘confusing’ or ‘meaningless’. However there was no agreement on what was ‘overcomplicated jargon’ and ‘easy to grasp’ with examples of likes and dislikes given for the same term. For example: 'This term avoids and euphemism or ambiguity' (referring to BtC); ‘I don’t like behaviour that challenges it’s a meal mouthed alternative to challenging behaviour’ (referring to BtC).

There was recognition that the terminology was used by a range of people including care staff, health and social care professionals, families and people with dementia so had to be something that could be understood by all, ‘it’s a simple term and understandable by all’ (referring to Distress). To be user friendly, terminology also needs to be ‘well known’ and ‘widely used’, however there was considerable variation across settings and professional groups as to what was considered ‘established’ and ‘familiar’.

Participants observed that when terms become widely used, their meaning becomes lost or diluted over time:

‘stress and distress is widely used in my area. It originally termed referring to ‘stress’ in caregivers and ‘distress’ in the client. This distinction has been lost in everyday use. Staff will speak of clients exhibiting ‘stress and distress’ (with the word stress being superfluous here). It sounds annoying, and staff will refer to it as jargon-not realising the term is now widely misused’ (referring to Stress and Distress).

**Broad versus Specific.** Some participants preferred terms such as BPSD and ‘distressed behaviours’ as these were considered to be ‘general’, ‘broad’, ‘all-encompassing’ ‘umbrella terms’ that could capture a wide range of symptoms and behaviours. However others disliked broad terms since they were not specific enough to be useful and did not convey important information such as severity, or who was being challenged or in what context, ‘I am aware that distress is being popular but I don’t think that it is specific enough’ (referring to Distress).

The specific term of aggression and other overt forms of behaviour were considered of limited value in terms of both ameliorative intervention and underlying concepts of ‘intent’ by the person with dementia ‘challenging behaviour is often seen as a behaviour that cannot be managed or people are deliberately behaving in a specific way, it’s often linked to being aggressive’ (referring to Aggression/Agitation).

3.2.2 Theme 2 Causation: Linking Behaviour to Dementia and Social Constructs

Broadly associated with causation, two sub-themes emerged, reflecting the balance of views that conceptualise behaviour changes as rooted solely in the dementia; and those that acknowledge the contribution of the social/interpersonal environment.
Behaviour and Dementia. There was agreement that some terminology (described as ‘medical’) explicitly linked behaviour to dementia, implying that it was a direct consequence of dementia (terms such as BPSD, NPS). Some participants viewed these as a preferred option, stating these terms removed any blame from an individual and were therefore less stigmatising: ‘attributes behaviours to dementia rather than creating a culture of blame on the person, irrespective of premorbid personality, more likely to engender empathy and understanding’ (referring to BPSD); ‘normalises as a possible manifestation of disease that needs MDT formulation, and is not blaming of the individual’ (referring to NPS).

However, others strongly disliked these terms claiming that viewing the behaviours solely as the result of dementia placed the problem in a person and not the system, ‘I think it can reinforce the excuse of “oh it’s just dementia”, which can be unhelpful if it prevents us from trying to make positive change in the person’s care and environment’ (referring to BPSD). The notion of ‘symptoms’ of dementia was seen to distract from ‘valid human responses’. Some felt that this approach was reductionist since it promoted only psychiatric responses and did not imply that positive change was possible. There was concern that peoples’ experiences could be too easily dismissed and that such language could accelerate discussions about pharmacological intervention; ‘I think terms like NPS are more likely to lead to solely medical interventions in responding to distress in dementia. I would opt to scrap these terms in favour of language that leads to a more holistic approach’ (referring to NPS).

Behaviour and the Social Environment. Some participants expressed a preference for terms that emphasised that other people, settings and cultures must be considered linked to options for change: ‘addressing the connection between the person’s behaviour and the people around them’ (referring to BtC); ‘should give a strong indication of potential for external intervention options’ (referring to Unmet Need). A common reason for why some participants preferred BtC for example, was that it was seen to recognise that the challenge lies with others and therefore non-blaming of the person with dementia on the one hand, whilst pointing to the agents of change as caregivers, i.e. where change needed to occur. However, others expressed a strong dislike of terms that were construed within social/environmental perspective as these were seen as ‘too subjective’ and ‘too vague’ to be clinically useful.

3.2.3 Theme 3 Not Blaming or Derogatory

Participants selected terms that they felt were not stigmatising of people with dementia. Some terms were thought to imply that individuals were ‘at fault’ and to be ‘critical’, ‘judgemental’ or ‘blaming’. Although there was disagreement about which terms were ethical, terminology which emphasised shared human experiences such as distress or needs were often reported as less stigmatising. To be ethical terminology should also ‘invoke compassion’ in the responses of other people and terms including the word distress were often regarded as doing this; ‘It promotes a compassionate narrative from the start of discussing a person behaviour’ (referring to Stress and Distress). A common measure of whether terms were considered ethical was whether participants felt comfortable using the language with people with dementia and their families; ‘Much kinder and more explanatory when speaking to family/carers’ (referring to Stress and Distress) and ‘very unfriendly to family and patients’ (referring to BPSD).
Some terms evoked strong feelings that since they were thought to be simply beyond use and were ‘offensive’, ‘derogatory’ and ‘demeaning’. Although there was no agreement about which terms these were, most people disliked the term socially unacceptable behaviour for this reason. Some terms were also described as dangerous to use in that they were seen as labelling a person’s character or personality and some were described as having almost criminal undertones; ‘It implies deliberate deviancy and is associated with very negative stereotypes’ (referring to Socially Unacceptable/Inappropriate behaviour). As well as risk to individuals, such terms were felt to perpetuate the stigma surrounding dementia, ‘it distances the person with dementia as someone who should not be part of society’; ‘them / us scenario’ (referring to Socially Unacceptable / Inappropriate behaviour).

3.2.4 Theme 4 Hopeful: Linking to Rehabilitation

There was a preference for terminology that was thought to instil hope for change and ‘infer resolution is possible’. Participants preferred terms that indicated a reason for a behaviour or an underlying cause and in doing so implied that change was possible with appropriate support; ‘it sets a context for exploring what could be causing the distress and looking for ways to reduce it’ (referring to Unmet Need). The term unmet needs in particular, was described as giving a ‘call to action’ or placing responsibility on others to act and also encouraging ‘exploration and understanding’. Participants felt that the wrong term had the power to ‘limit thinking’, ‘create a tone of helplessness’ and ‘prevent positive change’.

3.2.5 Theme 5 Reflecting Emotions: Linking Behaviour to Communication

Some participants liked terminology that they felt conveyed the emotions of the person with dementia in recognition that what was being described was typically ‘an unpleasant state’ and that action needed to be taken. The focus on emotions was seen to be important in switching focus from overt behaviours to ‘normal human reactions’ that everyone could relate to. It was felt that a focus on emotions would invoke kindness and compassion and motivate people to help; ‘instinctively people want to reduce distress or stress in those they care about, so it improves motivation to engage in interventions to understand and reduce the distress’ (referring to Stress and Distress). Some participants also wanted terms that reflected the highly charged emotions of others with one participant stating the word challenge, ‘acknowledges that carers/staff are challenged by the behaviour the person is presenting with’ (referring to BtC).

4. Discussion

While a recent commentary from Australia discussed the topic of language [38], the strength of our study is that, set in the context of England’s 2018 Dementia NICE Guidelines and its 2019 quality standards [39, 40], we go beyond commentary to capture wide-ranging professional views on language and terminology for this paradigm. Our study demonstrates dissatisfaction with current language for this paradigm amongst multi-disciplinary professionals who support people with dementia in the UK.
4.1 Summary

The present study demonstrates that 14 terms (Figure 1) reflected most of the terminology known to professionals and stakeholders in the UK. Debate from the initial consultation combined with the survey data demonstrated that participants were strongly motivated to avoid placing responsibility for BPSD/CB on people living with a dementia. The quantitative data demonstrated wide variations between professional groupings on their preferred language. Salience of terms related to ‘distress’ seen within the quantitative data may be due to the current narrative of practitioners and services in the UK, or an attempt by professionals to understand the paradigm in terms of the experience of people with dementia. However, the qualitative data suggests that this change in terminology has been met with mixed responses given that not all behaviour occurs in the context of distress for the person with dementia, or results in distress for people around them. Capturing the notion of distress in people with dementia will remain a challenge for researchers, clinicians and policy makers, as terms like anxiety, depression and agitation do not appear to equate to emotional distress or their internal experiences [43]. Important themes on language that emerged from the qualitative data related to causality, ethics, hope for rehabilitative care and communicative emotional care.

4.2 Epistemology

‘Causality’ incorporated two divergent epistemological positions, where opinions were divided between bio-medical and person-centered social discourses. The former (such as NPS/ BPSD/Agitation/non-cognitive symptoms) root the phenomena solely in the dementia whilst the latter (such as Unmet Need; BtC/CB) consider reasons unrelated to dementia for why a person may act as they do. However, given that the paradigm covers such a wide spectrum of symptoms (internal states reported by the person themselves) and signs (observable behaviours) it is likely no one perspective, be this medical, social or psychological can hope to adequately capture this range. It is hard, for example, to construct the experience of hallucinations as anything other than biological at its core.

Bio-medical terms were thought to reduce the attribution of blame, but some participants felt that they undermined the search for meaning and understanding. Opinions were divided between the advantages of psychiatric terminology versus the psychological approach. The former acknowledges potential distress in people with dementia, and avoids negative connotations of ‘mis’ behaviour that undermined dignity; the latter, focusses on understanding ‘normal’ reactions to frustrating or frightening situations, detecting the sometimes idiosyncratic causes for why people act as they do [17, 18, 44-47]. Lived experiences of ‘disturbed behaviour’ in people with dementia residing in care homes demonstrate the effects of stigma associated with dementia where an individual can feel ‘lost in disorder’, ‘set aside’ and ‘trapped’ [48].

Definitions of BtC/CB were seen by some to advance the case for socially construed approaches that acknowledge the responsibility of others in the interpersonal environment to understand and respond appropriately to psychological needs of the person with dementia. Socially construed considerations associated with caregivers reflect another important paradigm gap [21, 49]. It is often caregiver distress and failure to cope that leads to referral to health professionals [17]; non-pharmacological interventions recommended as first-line approaches are context-dependant,
usually involving families and staff carers; contextual differences are important for outcome measurement [19, 50]; and the emotional responses towards an individual affected by dementia are often not only determined by the behaviour, but by carer attributes such as depression in family carers [51, 52]. Stigma associated with dementia can, cause some family carers to experience a deep sense of loss, shame, detachment from the person and fear of an inevitable loss of identity which becomes linked to their reports of BPSD and their challenges in providing support [53]. Organisational factors and staff mood in care homes are also associated with raised levels of reported CB [54, 55].

4.3 Naming the Paradigm

Unfortunately, carefully constructed definitions for CB/BtC that highlight the important contribution of the social environment rarely inform the narrative of this paradigm. This was observed by some participants who noted that the terms CB and BtC have come to be equated with BPSD, and have lost their meaning. Indeed some participants felt that language loses its meaning, and can become diluted or obsolete over time, echoing a comment from an Australian group on the #banBPSD debate [38]. The question of whether a collective noun is helpful or even possible given the plethora of terms already in use remains. The Australian group recommend using ‘the verb “to understand” when talking about a person's behaviour (e.g., “understanding changed behaviours as a result of dementia” pp 1112; line 14-16 [38]. However we note that the notion of ‘understanding behaviour in dementia’ outlined at the turn of this century with the seminal text on CB [15], does not appear to have resulted in a concept that fully integrates the contribution of the social/interpersonal environment in causation and rehabilitation. The term CB in dementia was initially drawn from the field of learning disability, to shift the paradigm towards a rehabilitation approach implying that change in behaviour was possible. However within the intellectual disability field, there are now concerns that terms such as CB can result in diagnostic overshadowing where behaviour is attributed to disabilities, instead of practices resulting in failure to examine other causes such as underlying physical health problems or support networks [56].

Given these challenges, a key concern is the potential for nihilism towards refining language for this paradigm. Wendy Mitchell [57], who lives with dementia has pointed to the need for positive language associated with the paradigm ([57]; 04 06 16). The debate on diagnostic overshadowing associated with the BPSD/CB paradigm reflects growing recognition, stimulated by people with dementia and their advocates, to approach dementia through a human rights perspective [58, 59]. This may then ensure that disabilities are no longer perceived to be the sole results of defects in people, but also as the consequences of their relationships and environments [60]. A human rights approach has scope to pave the way for neutralising underlying stigma within caregiving environments and preventing nihilism about refined language and terminology for this paradigm.

4.4 Ethics and Morality

The qualitative data strongly reinforce the need to review language in this paradigm, on ethical and moral grounds, since language can directly influence the support given to people with dementia and their families. Participants shared concerns that language could diminish personhood and in doing so can put people with dementia at risk of abuse by making others view
them as less than human, deliberately at fault or beyond help. Similar fears have been expressed by people living with dementia, their families and advocates through movements such as the #banBPSD (see for example [61]). Some of the concerns are about the relationship of language and harmful responses, particularly with respect to use of pharmaceutical agents (30/09 2018 [62]) and Electroconvulsive Therapy (13/01/2019 [63]). A potential position to begin our debate on language for this paradigm could be informed by MaCauley’s poignant observation that people with dementia ‘Respond in Reasonable ways to Adverse Conditions and Circumstances – RRACC [61].

4.5 Hope: Towards Person-Centred Environments

Participants most preferred terms were those that they felt instilled hope that change was possible and that promoted curiosity. Many felt that this was achieved through language which positions behavior as shared human reactions or responses. Terms such as ‘Unmet Need’ that were thought by some to achieve this position, were not without criticism. The importance of language that reflected emotions of people with dementia and those around them was described as a key to instilling empathy, compassion and timely resolution of behavioral challenges (see Chapter 9 [15]) through positive communication. This echoes the call by Mitchell, Dupuis, & Kontos [64] to create language that ‘inspires and enables respect, love, creativity, and compassionate relating’ (p14) and advocacy movement calls for terminology that reflects a ‘progressive and expansive view of the person who lives with a diagnosis of dementia’ [65]. Studies and texts on resolution therapy, emotion-orientated communication and empathic curiosity in dementia caregiving [15, 66-68] have potential for furthering a refined positive language for this paradigm.

4.6 Limitations

The main limitation of this study is the lack of involvement of people with dementia and limited involvement of family carers, since our project was initiated to provide guidance to specialist professionals and providers of dementia care. Recruitment of participants was limited to the UK, since this study was part of an ongoing project to guide practitioners and services across the UK. We are aware of differing terms used beyond our shores including ‘behaviors of concern’ and ‘responsive behaviours’, and that similar debates about use of language in this paradigm are occurring internationally [38, 69-71], and through social media [57, 61, 62]. The use of preference rankings of a relatively large number (i.e. 14) of items is also not without limitations. Many items related to ‘distress’ in some form and none of these were presented in a randomised order. This is not a systematic survey since participants were a convenience, volunteer sample with mixed representation by differing professionals groups with underrepresentation of some key practitioners, notably ‘hands on’ care staff working in residential and home care settings. Participants frequently commented on the importance of shared ownership of language with care workers. The issue of response bias in relation to receipt of an invitation to complete the survey must also be acknowledged. Because of the cascading method, it is not possible to say how many individuals received the survey, nor the response rate. It is likely that an individual responding to such a survey invitation is likely to have strong feelings around the subject, regardless of their
professional background. Given the nature of cascading through a group who were primarily clinical psychologists, findings may be biased towards a psychological person-centred frame.

5. Conclusions and Next Steps

Our study was modest but showed a high level of disagreement and dissatisfaction with the terms that are used to describe the most challenging and pressing issues that confront those living with dementia and those caring for them. What is without doubt is that the responsibility to communicate with people living with dementia and their families in language they can understand and relate to is incumbent on the professional, regardless of their discipline. This resonates with the dissatisfaction being expressed by dementia advocacy groups. Hearing these voices is essential in moving this discussion forward, given our finding that participants sought a shared language that is owned and understood by all. The choice of words we use can be perceived as a reflection of our thoughts and feelings. They can show respect or disrespect, and empower or disempower individuals or whole groups of people living with a dementia. Systematic study of the views of people with dementia and their advocates on an alternative language and application of this in research and practice is an important next step. Some authors suggest that the term BPSD might be of help to carers who struggle to make sense of changes in a relative with dementia [38], but this did not accord with the data taken from the small number of family carers who responded to our survey. Systematic study of the family caregiver perspective would complement the findings of our study, although it should be considered that some family carers might use more pejorative terms to describe changes in behaviour that they struggle to understand. A final modified Delphi round of discussion with an expert reference group will examine the findings reported here, to consider what terminology for this paradigm might be relevant to the range of practice contexts, and what related tools might guide practitioners in their routine work with people with dementia and their supporters in the UK. However, future studies of this type will require careful thought about choice of experts, practitioners, family carers, international advocates and people with dementia if trustworthy consensus on language, rehabilitation and associated outcome measurement for this paradigm is to be achieved.
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